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The objective of this paper is to provide a fairly general model category
context in which one can perform Goodwille Calculus.
There are two main parts to the paper, the first establishing general condi-
tions which guarantee the existence of universal n-excisive approximations, and
a second providing conditions for which the layers of the Goodwillie tower can
be appropriately factored through the spectra categories.
1 Overview
The main goal of this paper is to establish a fairly general setup in which to do
Goodwillie calculus, extending the treatment of Goodwillie in [7].
There are two main results. The first is the existence of universal n-excisive
approximations, which is Theorem 4.12. The second is the classification of n-
homogeneous functors F : C Ñ D (at least under some finitary conditions) as
having the form F “ Ω8ppF¯ ˝pΣ8qˆnqhΣnq, where F¯ : StabpCq
ˆn Ñ StabpDq is a
symmetric multilinear functor between the stabilizations. In the current write-
up, this result corresponds to piecing together Proposition 6.7, which shows
such functors factor through StabpDq (provided they are determined by their
values on a small subcategory C1 Ă C), Proposition 5.29, showing that, pro-
vided the target category is stable, a homogeneous functor is recovered from it’s
cross effect, and Theorem 7.2, which proves directly that multilinear symmetric
functors factor through stabilizations on both source and target.
The following is a more detailed overview of the paper.
Section 2 establishes some of the general assumptions on model categories
and functors between them used throughout the paper. Particularly important
is Proposition 2.8, stating informally that, in any cofibrant model category,
“linear/direct” colimits over a large enough ordinal commute with finite holims.
Section 3 establishes the basic definitions of excisive functors (via hocarte-
sian/hococartesian cubes), and many of their basic properties, which are gener-
ally straightforward generalizations of the analogous properties found in [7]. Of
some technical interest seems to be Proposition 3.15, which is currently neces-
sary for the proof of Theorem 4.12 (check Remark 4.15 for more on this).
Section 4 then establishes the first main result, Theorem 4.12, for the ex-
istence of universal n-excisive approximations PnF . These are constructed via
Goodwillie’s TnF , except those are iterated a transfinite number of times. Exci-
siveness of this construction then follows by Goodwillie’s usual proof combined
with Proposition 2.8 and holds generally under the assumption that C,D are cofi-
brantly generated model categories. The proof of universality seems currently
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more delicate, however, relying on Proposition 3.15, which currently requires
the source category C to be either a pointed simplicial model category or a left
Bousfield localization of one.
Section 5 establishes that, when the target categoryD is stable, homogeneous
functors and multilinear functors determine each other (Propositions 5.26 and
5.29), and is a fairly straightforward generalization of the treatment in [7]. This
requires no further assumptions on the categories.
Section 6 establishes that homogeneous functors can be delooped. This does
require additional conditions on the categories. Namely, it is rather unclear how
to generalize Goodwillie’s proof of this when the Tn are to be iterated a transfi-
nite number of times, so that one is forced to assume Pn can be constructed via
countable iterations, and this, in turn, essentially amounts to assuming that, in
the target category D, countable directed hocolims commute with finite holims.
It also establishes the infinitely iterated result, Proposition 6.7.
Finally, Section 7, deals with showing Theorem 7.2. This too imposes more
conditions on the model categories, most obviously requiring that the stabiliza-
tions (as defined in [14]) exist, and the further technical condition that in those
stabilizations one can detect weak equivalences by looking at the Ω8´i functors
(see [14] for a discussion of this condition).
2 Setup for homotopy calculus
This section lists assumptions that appear repeatedly in the paper, and deduces
some of their basic consequences.
Pervasive throughout the paper is the assumption that the model categories
used are cofibrantly generated. We recall the definition (and set notation) in
2.1, along with some results about the functoriality of hocolimits and holimits
in such model categories.
2.2 deals with the general assumptions made on functors between model
categories.
2.3 deals with the further assumptions made when the model categories are
also assumed simplicial.
2.4 deals with detailing the notions of spectra in a general simplicial model
category that are used in Section 7.
Finally, 2.5 deals with showing that our definitions are nicely compatible
with replacing one of the model categories involved by a Quillen equivalent one.
2.1 Cofibrant generation
Definition 2.1. A model category C is said to be cofibrantly generated if there
exist sets of maps I and J , and regular cardinal κ such that
1. The domains of I are small relative to I with respect to κ.
2. The trivial fibrations are precisely the maps with the RLP1 with respect
to I.
3. The domains of J are small relative to J with respect to κ.
1Right Lifting Property.
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4. The trivial fibrations are precisely the maps with the RLP with respect
to J .
5. Both the domains and targets of I and J are small relative to I with
respect to κ.
Remark 2.2. We refer to [15], section 10, for the precise definitions of “small-
ness with respect to”, but we give a sketch definition here:
X is said to be κ-small with respect to I if for any λ ě κ regular cardinal2
and λ-sequence3
Y0 Ñ Y1 Ñ Y2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Yβ Ñ Yβ`1 Ñ . . . pβ ă λq
where all maps Yβ Ñ Yβ`1 are relative I-cell complexes
4, the natural map
colimβăλHompX,Yβq
„
ÝÑ HompX, colimβăλ Yβq
is an equivalence.
Remark 2.3. Though the first condition in our definition is a particular case
of the last, we choose to include it so as to draw attention to the fact that that
condition is not present in the definition of cofibrantly generated model category
in [15].
Our goal is to implement Goodwillie’s construction of the polynomial ap-
proximations in this general context. Cofibrant generation allows us to do so,
thanks to the following results:
Proposition 2.4. Suppose I a set of maps whose domains are small relative to
I with respect to a regular cardinal κ.
Then there exists a functorial factorization
CÓ Ñ CÓ ˆ CÓ
factoring any map into a relative I-cell complex followed by an I-injective.
Proof. This is just Quillen’s well known small object argument. A reference for
this is section 2.1.2 of [13], or most other basic treatments of model categories.
Note that, according to the previous result, in any general finitely generated
model category C, one can construct functorial cofibrant and fibrant replacement
functors. We will denote fixed such functors by Q and R in the remainder of
this paper.
We will also need to make special note of particularly nice types of dia-
gram categories that feature prominently in Goodwillie calculus (see [3] for the
following definitions):
2Here, as in [15], cardinals are to be viewed as ordinals by selecting the initial ordinal with
that cardinality.
3We recall that a functor Y. : λÑ C is called a λ-sequence if it is “well behaved” on limit
ordinals, i.e. Yα “ colimβăα Yβ for α ă γ a limit ordinal.
4The more “simplicially minded” reader can likely ignore this, as in those contexts objects
are often small with respect to all maps.
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Definition 2.5. A small category A is called a direct category if there is an
identity reflecting functor AÑ λ, where λ is an ordinal category.
A small category A is called an inverse category if Aop is a direct category.
It is well known that when A is direct a projective model structure exists
on any CA, for C any model category (check [3] for the characterization of this
model structure). Dually, when A is an inverse category, CA always has an
injective model structure. We will use the following basic properties about such
model structures:
Proposition 2.6. Let A be a direct category and A1 an initial subcategory (i.e.,
such that if x P A1 then all maps x1 Ñ x are in A1). Note that A1 is then
itself a direct category. Then if F : A Ñ C is projective cofibrant, then so is
the restriction F |A1 . Furthermore, the analogous result holds for cofibrations
F ֌ F 1.
Let A,B be direct categories. Then AˆB is a direct category and, if F : Aˆ
B Ñ C is projective cofibrant, then so are the restrictions F pa, ‚q, F p‚, bq for any
a P A, b P B. Furthermore, the analogous result holds for cofibrations F ֌ F 1.
Proof. The first part is straightforward from the definition of the model struc-
ture, as the conditions required for F |A1 Ñ F
1|A1 to be a cofibration are a subset
of the conditions for F Ñ F 1 to be one.
As for the second part, it follows from noticing that in these projective
model structures cofibrations are in particular pointwise cofibrations, and by
further viewing the projective model structure on CAˆB as the projective model
structure in pCAqB over the projective model structure in CA.
Proposition 2.7. Let A be a direct category, and C a model category with
functorial factorizations as defined in Proposition 2.4. Then so does the pro-
jective model structure on CA. Moreover, such functorial factorizations can be
constructed using those in C.
Furthermore, if C is assumed simplicial, and with simplicial factorization
functors, then CA is itself a simplicial model category and the constructed fac-
torizations are again simplicial functors.
Proof. This statement is a variation of Proposition 6.3 of [11], and the proof is
essentially the same.
Proposition 2.8. Let C be a finitely generated model category with respect
to some regular cardinal κ. Then κ-filtered colimits (taken over the κ ordinal
category) commute with κ-small limits (taken over inverse categories).
Before giving the proof, we recall some definitions. For more details, see [8].
Given a functor
C
F
ÝÑ D
between model categories C andD, we define the derived functors LF,RF : HopCq Ñ
HopDq by
LF “ RanγCγD ˝ F, RF “ LanγCγD ˝ F
where γC : C Ñ HopCq, γD : D Ñ HopDq are the standard maps.
It is then well known that, when F is a left Quillen (resp. right Quillen)
functor, LF (resp. RF ) is the functor induced by F ˝Q (resp. F ˝R).
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The statement of 2.8 is then that the following diagram (where A is assumed
the ordinal category κ and B assumed inverse and κ-small) commutes up to a
natural isomorphism.
HopCAˆBq
L lim
ÝÑA

R limÐÝB // HopCAq
L lim
ÝÑA

HopCBq
R lim
ÐÝB // HopCq
(2.9)
Note, however, that we do not claim the natural isomorphism supplied in the
proof can be chosen canonically (this should be of contrasted with the canonical
map limÝÑA limÐÝB Ñ limÐÝB limÝÑA ), as it depends at this level on the choice of
bifibrant replacements used.
Proof of 2.8. The proof will be an adaptation of Resk’s argument in [12], Lemma
1.3.2.
First suppose given a diagram Xa,b such that X‚,b is injective cofibrant for
all b and Xa,‚ is projective fibrant for all a. Then we claim than limÝÑaXa,b is
still projective fibrant. By the assumption that B be an inverse category, this
amounts to showing that the maps limÝÑaXa,b Ñ limÐÝb
f
ÝÑb1,f‰idb
limÝÑaXa,bXa,b
1 are
fibrations. Checking this amounts to checking the RLP of these maps with
respect to the generating trivial cofibrations J . Suppose then j Ñ j1 an element
of J . A commutative square corresponds to maps j Ñ lim
ÝÑa
Xa,b and (for each
b
f
ÝÑ b1) j1 Ñ limÝÑaXa,bXa,b
1 . But compactness allows us to factor each of
these maps j Ñ Xa,b, etc by some a which can be assumed uniform since
A is κ-filtered. But then a further usage of compactness (and filteredness)
tells us that, possibly rechoosing a, the commutative square factors through
Xa,b Ñ limÐÝb
f
ÝÑb1,f‰idb
Xa,b1 , for some a, and hence the lifting property follows.
We can now prove the result. First notice that, by first taking a functorial
bifibrant replacement of the A ˆ B diagram, one can assume the first maps
in (2.9) are taken to be straight up limits and colimits. Furthermore, by the
further part of the proof, applying limÝÑA preserves projective fibrancy, so the
second lim
ÐÝB
can also the taken straight up.
In other words, taking X¯a an injective cofibrant replacement to limÐÝbXa,b,
we will be done provided the natural map
lim
ÝÑ
a
X¯a Ñ limÐÝ
b
lim
ÝÑ
a
Xa,b
is a weak equivalence. More specifically, we claim it is a trivial fibration. Indeed,
letting i Ñ i1 an element of the generating cofibrations I, the techniques used
in the first part of the proof allow us to factor any commutative square through
X¯a Ñ limÐÝbXa,b for some fixed a, and the result follows.
Remark 2.10. Notice that the previous result also follows (with no alterations
to the proof) for other κ-filtered shapes of the diagram category A provided one
knows the domains and codomains of I and J satisfy compactness with respect
to such shapes.
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2.2 Functors
We now indicate our assumptions on functors. Throughout we will denote
F : C Ñ D
a functor between a simplicial model category C and a model category D (both
still assumed cofibrantly generated), which is typically assumed left homotopi-
cal, i.e., such that F ˝Q is homotopical5. The reason for this slight generalization
is that, even for straight up homotopical functors, some of our constructions re-
quire precomposition with Q anyway.
We do however notice that, when we allow F to be merely left homotopical,
our constructions will be presenting the Goodwillie tower of F ˝Q, not of F .
2.3 Simplicial categories and functors
In the situation in which we are dealing with simplicial model categories C,D,
we will sometimes (but not always) require the functor F : C Ñ D between them
to be a simplicial functor. When that is the case we would also like to know that
our constructions of the Goodwillie tower still yield simplicial functors. Since
cofibrant replacements are necessary when making those constructions, we need
the following result, which is proposition 6.3 in [11]:
Proposition 2.11. Suppose C a cofibrantly generated simplicial model category.
Then there exists simplicially functorial factorizations
C
Ó Ñ CÓ ˆ CÓ
factoring any map into a trivial cofibration followed by fibration, or as a cofi-
bration followed by trivial fibration.
In particular, C has simplicial cofibrant and fibrant replacement functors.
When dealing with simplicial model categories we will hence always further
assume that the chosen replacement functors Q,R are taken to be simplicial.
Remark 2.12. Note that the definition of “cofibrantly generated” given in this
paper is slightly more demanding than that used in [11].
2.4 Spectra on model categories
We now explain the notions of spectra that will be used in Section 7.
Assume C a pointed simplicial model category, so that it is also in particular
tensored over SSet˚. Denote this tensoring by ^.
Following Hovey in [14] one can then define Bousfield-Friedlander type spec-
tra on C as sequences pXiqiPN, plus structure maps
S1 ^Xn Ñ Xn`1,
where S1 is the standard simplicial circle ∆1{δ∆1.
We denote the category of such spectra by SppC, S1q, or just SppCq when no
confusion should arise.
5Recall that a functor is called homotopical if it preserves w.e.s.
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Then when C is cofibrantly generated one has that SppCq always has a cofi-
brantly generated projective model structure (i.e. a model structure where weak
equivalences and fibrations are defined levelwise on the underlying sequences of
the spectra), with generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofibrations
given respectively as
Iproj “
ď
n
FnI, Jproj “
ď
n
FnJ,
where I, J denote respectively the generating cofibrations and generating trivial
cofibrations of C, and Fn is the level n suspension spectra functor.
To get the correct notion of stable w.e.’s on spectra one then needs to left
Bousfield localize with respect to the maps
S “ tFn`1pS
1 ^Aiq Ñ FnAiqu
where Ai ranges over the (cofibrant replacements of, when necessary) domains
and codomains of the maps in I.
Definition 2.13. Let C be a cofibrantly generated pointed simplicial model
category.
Then we define the stable model structure on SppCq as the (cofibrantly gen-
erated) left Bousfield localization with respect to S, should it exist.
Remark 2.14. For a detailed treatment of left Bousfield localizations, check
[15], chapters 3 and 4.
Notice that we crucially do not want to just assume C is left proper cellular,
as in [14], where it is shown that that is sufficient for the model structure above
to exist.
This is because left properness generally fails in the main examples we are
interested in, those of algebras over an operad in symmetric spectra. This turns
out to be ok, however, both because one can show directly in those cases that
the description above produces a model category, and because even though
Hovey requires left properness in many of his statements in [14], in the ones we
shall need he is only really requiring the existence of the model structure just
described.
We now adapt the treatment in [15] in order to show that one has a nice
localization functor in SppCq.
First notice that the projective model structure on SppCq is simplicial (just
apply the simplicial constructions levelwise).
Then set
S˜ “ tFn`1pS
1 ^Aiq Ñ ĆFnAiu
the set of maps obtained by taking a cofibrant factor of those in S.
And set Ą∆S “ Jproj Y tFn`1pS1 ^ Aiq b ∆mštFn`1pS1^Aiqbδ∆m ĆFnAi b
δ∆m Ñ ĆFnAi b∆mu.
Proposition 2.15. Let X P SppCq. Then the localization of X can be obtained
by performing the Quillen small object argument on the map X Ñ ˚ with respect
to the set of mapsĄ∆S.
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Proof. This is just Proposition 4.2.4 from [15]. It should be noted that though
the statement asks for the category to be left proper cellular none of those
properties is used, and indeed all one needs is cofibrant generation (in order to
run the small object argument).
We will generally denote the by
Σ8 : C Õ SppCq : Ω8
the standard adjoint functors.
We will also require an additional niceness property about the model struc-
ture on SppCq, namely, we shall require that the stable equivalences be detectable
via the Ω˜8´n functors (these are the derived functors giving the n-th space of
the spectrum after being made into an omega spectrum).
In [14] Hovey determines conditions under which this follows (and, impor-
tantly, those proofs do not evoke left properness):
Theorem 2.16 (Hovey). Suppose C is a pointed simplicial almost finitely gen-
erated model category. Suppose further that in C sequential colimits preserve
finite products, and that MappS1,´q preserves sequential colimits.
Then stable equivalences in SppCq are detected by the Ω˜8´n functors.
Proof. This is just a particular case of Theorem 4.9 in [14].
Remark 2.17. We shall also need to make use of slightly more general kinds of
spectra. Namely, we shall denote by SppC, Aq the spectra in C constructed with
respect to the endofunctor A^ ‚ (in the language of Hovey). In the particular
case that A “ pS1q^n these can be thought of as spectra that only include the
ni-th spaces.
Notice that the obvious analog of 2.16 still holds.
2.5 Composing functors with Quillen equivalences
Suppose we are given a Quillen equivalence
F : C Õ D : G.
In this section we show that, up to a zig zag of equivalences of functors,
studying homotopy functors into C is the same as studying homotopy functors
into D (the analogous result for functors from C,D also holds, but we won’t be
using it). This is the content of the following results.
Proposition 2.18. Suppose
F : C Õ D : G
a Quillen equivalence (between cofibrantly generated model categories). Then
F ˝ QC and G ˝ RD are homotopy inverses, i.e., there are zig zags of w.e.s
G ˝RD ˝ F ˝QC „ idC, F ˝QC ˝G ˝RD „ idD
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Proof. By reasons of symmetry we need only to construct the zig zag G ˝RD ˝
F ˝QC „ idC . This is given by the obvious functors
idC Ð QC Ñ G ˝ F ˝QC Ñ G ˝RD ˝ F ˝QC
where the natural transformation QC Ñ idC is of course given by w.e.s, while
the composite natural transformation QC Ñ G ˝ RD ˝ F ˝QC is given by w.e.s
since it is adjoint to the obvious maps6 F ˝QC Ñ RD ˝ F ˝QC .
Corollary 2.19. Suppose given a Quillen equivalence
F : C Õ D : G
as before and pE,WEq a category with w.e.s. Then, when defined, the homotopy
categories of homotopy functors HohpE, Cq and HohpE,Dq are equivalent.
3 Goodwillie calculus: polynomial functors
In this section we define the generalized concepts of polynomial functor and
construct the universal polynomial approximations PnF to a homotopy functor
F . All definition and results are reasonably straightforward generalizations of
those of Goodwillie in [7].
3.1 Cartesian cubes and total homotopy fibers.
We first set some notation.
For S a finite set, denote by PpSq its poset of subsets, and additionally
define PipSq “ tA P PpAq : |A| ě iu. Of particular importance will be P1pSq “
PpSq ´ tHu.7
Notice that all of these categories are have finite nerves, and hence are both
direct and inverse categories (Definition 2.5).
Definition 3.1. An n-cube in a category C is a functor X‚ : PpSq Ñ C, where
|S| “ n.
X is said to be hocartesian if the canonical map
hocmppX q : XH Ñ holimTPP1pSq XT
is a w.e.8. We call this map the homotopy comparison map, and denote it
by hocmppX q, or just hocmp when this would not cause confusion.
Furthermore, X is said to be strongly hocartesian if the restrictions
X |PpT q are hocartesian for any subset T Ă S with |T | ě 2.
There are also obvious dual definitions of hococartesian and strongly
hococartesian n-cubes.
6Recall that a Quillen adjunction is a Quillen equivalence iff a map (with X cofibrant and
Y fibrant) F pXq Ñ Y is a w.e. iff the adjoint map X Ñ RpY q is.
7This does NOT match Goodwillie’s notation.
8We now use the traditional notations holim and hocolim for the derived functors R lim
ÐÝ
and L lim
ÝÑ
introduced in 2.1.
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Remark 3.2. Note that hocartesianness is a homotopical property of the cube
X , as so is the map XH Ñ holimTPP1pSq XT (which we regard as a map in
HopCq). Furthermore, that map can be constructed in the following way: take
X¯ an injective fibrant replacement of X . Then X¯ |P1pSq is itself injective fibrant,
since P1pSq is a terminal subposet of PpSq (see Lemma 2.6), so that limP1pSq X¯
is indeed a holim, and the intended map is then given by X¯H Ñ limTPP1pSq X¯T .
Remark 3.3. Notice that any strongly hocartesian cube X is determined by
its restriction to Pn´1pSq. Indeed, consider X¯ its injective fibrant replacement.
Then its restriction X¯ |Pn´1pSq is itself injective fibrant, and it trivially follows
that its reextension (i.e., the right Kan extension) X¯ 1 to PpSq is itself injective
fibrant and the unit map X¯ Ñ X¯ 1 is a pointwise equivalence.
We now turn to the issue of defining the total fiber of a cube, and proving
its iterative properties. Suppose C is now a pointed model category with zero
object ˚.
Definition 3.4. Consider the Quillen adjunction
C Õ CÓ
(where CÓ has the injective model structure) with left adjoint X ÞÑ pX Ñ ˚q
and right adjoint pX Ñ Y q ÞÑ fiberpX Ñ Y q.
We then denote by hofiber the derived functor R fiber : HopCÓq Ñ HopCq.
More generally, consider the Quillen adjunctions:
C Õ CPpSq
(where CPpSq has the injective model structure) with left adjoint X ÞÑ pH ÞÑ
X ; else ÞÑ ˚q and right adjoint X ÞÑ fiberpXH Ñ limTPP1pSq XT q.
We now denote by tothofiber the derived functor HopCPpSqq Ñ HopCq.
Remark 3.5. Though not immediately obvious, our definition of hofiber does
match the obvious alternate candidate definition: holimpX Ñ Y Ð ˚q. This
follows, for instance, from Proposition A.2.4.4 in [16]. That the analogous result
also holds for the higher dimensional variants can be proven by combining the
following result with an induction argument.
We now show that the tothofiber can be computed iteratively.
Proposition 3.6. Iterative definition of the total hofiber
The following diagram commutes up to a natural isomorphism:
HopCPpS>S
1>W qq
hofiberS>S1 ((◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
hofiberS // HopCPpS
1>W qq
hofiberS1

HopCPpW qq
(3.7)
Proof. Notice first that we have obvious Quillen adjunctions (for the injective
model structures)
C
PpW q
Õ C
PpS>W q
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with the right adjoint given by totfiberS, the total fiber in the S direction (that
this is a Quillen equivalence is clear from looking at the left adjoints).
It then follows that if we compute the paths in (3.7) by first performing
an injective fibrant replacement, then no further replacements are needed, and
one is left with proving that fiberS>S1 “ fiberS1 ˝ fiberS . But this is obvious:
mapping into fiberS>S1pX q is the same as giving a map to XH which restricts to
the (uniquely determined) zero maps on the other XT , and fiberS1 ˝ fiberSpX q
clearly satisfies that same universal property.
The previous result can also be viewed as a consequence/particular case of
the following:
Proposition 3.8. Iterative definition of the homotopy comparison map
The following diagram commutes up to a natural isomorphism:
HopCPpS>S
1>W qq
cmpS>S1
))❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙❙
❙
cmpS // HopCPpt˚Su>S
1>W qq
cmpt˚Su>S1

HopCPpt˚S>S1u>W qq
(3.9)
Proof. As in the previous proposition we have obvious Quillen adjunctions (for
the injective model structures)
CPpt˚Su>W q Õ CPpS>W q
with the right adjoint given by cmpS , so again it suffices to compare the re-
sults obtained by first performing an injective fibrant replacement and then
applying the levelwise constructions. Again it is easy to check that cmpS>S1 “
cmpt˚SuS1 ˝ cmpS by appealing to the universal property (this is probably clearer
by looking at the left adjoints, which are manifestly equal).
Definition 3.10. Let X be any object in C a pointed simplicial cofibrantly
generated model category. Recall that C is then a SSets˚-model category.
Define CpXq “ X ^ p∆1, t0uq.
There is a standard map X
cXÝÝÑ CpXq induced by pt0, 1u, t0uq Ñ p∆1, t0uq.
Remark 3.11. Note that, when X is cofibrant, then CpXq „ ˚, and the stan-
dard map X Ñ CpXq is a cofibration.
Definition 3.12. Denote by XX the left Kan extension of the diagram
X
))❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
uu❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
CpXq CpXq . . . CpXq CpXq
(3.13)
Remark 3.14. Notice that, when X is cofibrant, then (3.13) is a cofibrant
Pď1pSq diagram, so that XX is a strongly cocartesian cube.
More generally, when X not cofibrant, we will also think of XQpXq as the
strongly cartesian cube associated to X .
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Proposition 3.15. Suppose that either
The functors PpSqˆPpSq Ñ C given by pU, V q ÞÑ XXXpUqpV q and pU, V q ÞÑ
XXXpV qpUq are naturally isomorphic. Furthermore, this natural isomorphism is
also natural in X.
Proof. Since CpXq commutes with colimits, and X‚ is constructed via a left
Kan extension of its values on Pď1, the result will follow if we prove it for the
restriction of the functors to Pď1pSq ˆ Pď1pSq.
This then amounts to producing an automorphism of CpCpXqq which swaps
cCpXq and CpcXq. But CpCpXqq is just pX ^ p∆
1, t0uqq ^ p∆1, t0uq, and the
required maps induced by the inclusions pt0, 1u, t0uq Ñ p∆1, t0uq into each of the
product terms, so the required automorphism just follows from the symmetry
isomorphisms for the monoidal structure in SSet˚.
3.2 Excisive functors
We can now finally define polynomial/excisive functors.
Definition 3.16. A homotopical functor F : C Ñ D is said to be d-excisive if
for any X a strongly hococartesian pd ` 1q-cube in C we have that F pX q is a
hocartesian cube in D.
Remark 3.17. Notice that, since hocartesianness and strong hococartesianness
of cubes are homotopical properties, the excisiveness of an homotopy functor F
is entirely determined by looking at the functors
HopCPpSqq
HopFPpSqq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HopDPpSqq
which we denote by hFS , for short.
We know prove some basic properties of excisive functors.
Proposition 3.18. If F is d-excisive, then it is also d1-excisive for d1 ě d.
Proof. It suffices to prove that d-excisiveness implies d ` 1-excisiveness. Write
a set S¯ “ S > t˚u for a set of cardinality d ` 1, so that an S¯-cube X can be
viewed as a map of S-cubes X b Ñ X t. By definition X b and X t are strongly
hococartesian, so that by hypothesis F pX bq and F pX tq are cartesian. But then
so must be X by applying Proposition 3.9.
Definition 3.19. Suppose C is pointed. A sequence of functors F Ñ G Ñ H
is a hofiber sequence if the composite is the ˚ functor, and F is pointwise the
homotopy fiber of GÑ H . Or in other words, if the squares
F pcq

// ˚

Gpcq // Hpcq
(3.20)
are hocartesian.
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Remark 3.21. Given a hofiber sequence F Ñ GÑ H , consider
F

// G

// H

F¯ // G¯ // H¯
(3.22)
where G¯ Ñ H¯ is a fibrant replacement (pointwise in the arrow category) of
GÑ H and F¯ “ fiberpG¯Ñ H¯q. It then follows it must be F
„
ÝÑ F¯ , so that one
concludes that the hofiber of a map of functors is well defined up to a zig zag
of natural w.e.s.
Proposition 3.23. If F Ñ GÑ H is a hofiber sequence of homotopy functors
with G and H both d-excisive, then so is F .
Proof. Given a S-cube X , form the S > t˚u-cube GpX q Ñ HpX q.
Now consider the following diagram:
HopDPpS>t˚uqq
hofiber˚

cmpS // HopDPpt˚S ,˚uqq
hofiber˚

HopDPpSqq
cmpS // HopDPpt˚Suqq
(3.24)
By repeating the techniques of the proofs of Propositions 3.7 and 3.9 this
diagram commutes up to natural isomorphism: namely, it suffices to perform
the constructions by first choosing an injective fibrant replacement and then
checking that cmpS ˝ fiber˚ “ fiber˚ ˝ cmpS .
What we want to prove is then that cmpS F pX q is a w.e.. Since F pX q “
hofiber˚pGpX q Ñ HpX qq, this follows if we show hofiber˚pcmpSpGpX qq Ñ
HpX qq is a w.e.. But this is clear since, by the d-excisiveness hypothesis,
cmpSpGpX qq is a square for which two opposing arrows are w.e.s.
Lemma 3.25. Suppose F is d-excisive, and that X‚ is a strongly hocartesian
e-cube, with e ě d. Then the map
F pXHq Ñ holimTPPe´d`1 F pXT q
is a w.e..
Proof. This being an homotopical property, we are free to replace F pX q by
an injective fibrant replacement Y, whose sub-cubes of dimension ě d are all
hocartesian (by the previous result).
Now let Y¯ be the right Kan extension of the restriction Y|Pe´d`1 . Y¯ is still
fibrant since both adjoints preserve fibrant objects (by Proposition 2.6). The
unit map Y Ñ Y¯ is tautologically a w.e. on the points in Pe´d`1, but by
induction it is also so on all other points, and the remaining maps can all be
identified with cmpS for some S with |S| ě d. But the map we want to check
is a w.e. is precisely YH Ñ Y¯H, hence we are done.
Lemma 3.26. Let A be a category covered by subcategories tAsusPS(i.e., any
arrow in A lies in some As. Note the As are not assumed luff
9), and suppose
given a functor F : AÑ D.
9A subcategory of C is called luff if it has the same set of objects.
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Define an S-cube X by T ÞÑ limpF |Ş
sPT pAsq
q (the empty intersection is taken
to be all of A). Then X is cartesian.
Proof. This is simply a matter of diagram chasing to check that the universal
properties of the terms in cmppX q match.
Proposition 3.27. Let L : Cd Ñ D be a homotopy functor which is 1-excisive
(separately) in each variable, and denote by ∆: C Ñ Cd the diagonal functor.
Then L ˝∆: C Ñ D is d-excisive.
Proof. Consider X any strongly hococartesian S-cube, with |S| “ d` 1.
Denote by LpX qd the composite PpSqd
X
ˆd
ÝÝÝÑ Cd
L
ÝÑ D. We wish to show
that LpX qd ˝ ∆ is a hocartesian cube, but by homotopy invariance this can
equivalently be done after replacing LpX qd by an injective fibrant multicube
Y. By retracing the steps in the proof of Lemma 3.25 (and applying them
inductively), one concludes that one might as well further replace Y by the
right Kan extension Y¯ of its restriction to Pn´1pSq
d.
We know apply Lemma 3.26 to Pn´1pSq
d: takeAs “ tpT1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Tdq P Pn´1pSq
d : @
i
s P
Tiu, or equivalently, As is the undercategory ptsu, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tsuq Ó Pn´1pSq
d. It is
easily seen that intersections
Ş
sPT pAsq with T non empty are the undercate-
gories pT, ¨ ¨ ¨ , T q Ó Pn´1pSq
d, and that, by a pigeonhole argument
Ť
sPS As “
Pn´1pSq
d.
Hence the cube constructed by Lemma 3.26 is precisely Y¯ ˝∆, and we will be
done provided this cube is also fibrant (so that the limits are indeed holimits).
This follows by checking that the adjunction DPpSq Õ DPpSq
d
is Quillen, and
this is in turn clear at the level of left adjoints since ∆: PpSq Ñ PpSqd is
inclusion of sublattices, so that LanHpyq “ Hpmaxpx P PpSq : x ď yqq.
Remark 3.28. Essentially the same proof applies to the case where L is known
to be ni ě 1 excisive in each variable, the result being that L ˝ ∆ is n “
n1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nd excisive. In that version of the proof Pn´1pSq
d is replaced by
Pn´n1pSq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Pn´ndpSq, everything else following similarly.
4 The Taylor tower
We now turn to the task of defining the universal n-excisive approximations PnF
to a homotopy functor F . Rather than receive a straight up functor F Ñ PnF ,
we will have a zig zag F ù PnF (with backward arrows being pointwise w.e.s).
With this in mind, and to simplify notation, we assume from now on that F
takes values in cofibrant objects, that is to say, we assume F is replaced by
QD ˝ F if necessary.
Definition 4.1. Assume that C is a pointed simplicial cofibrantly generated
model category, and that D is a cofibrantly generated model category. Let XX
denote the cubes of Definition 3.12.
Define ˜¯tnF : F Ñ
˜¯TnF “ holimTPP1pSq X‚pT q as the standard map to the
holim, and t¯nF : F ֌ T¯nF as Qp˜¯tnF q the canonical cofibrant factor of ˜¯tnF .
We then define tnF : F ù TnF as the zig zag F
„
Ð F ˝Q
t¯nF˝Q
֌ T¯nF ˝Q “
TnF.
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Remark 4.2. Notice that the T¯nF defined above is not a homotopy functor,
since X‚ is not itself an homotopical construction. It is, however, a “left Quillen”
functor, in the sense that T¯nF ˝Q is now a homotopy functor, since so is XQp‚q.
The need for the T¯nF construction is the following: ideally, one would like to
just define PnF “ hocolimα T
α
n F . However, obtaining functorial cartesian cubes
from an object X seems to require making a cofibrant replacement first. Hence,
so as not to make infinitely many cofibrant replacements when constructing the
intended PnF , we merely do it once and then iterate the intermediate T¯nF
construction instead.
Definition 4.3. Let λ be an ordinal. Define, by transfinite induction,
T¯ λnF “ T¯npT¯
λ˜
nF q, if λ “ λ˜` 1, a successor ordinal
“ colimβăλ T¯
β
nF , if λ a limit ordinal.
(4.4)
Definition 4.5. Let κ be the chosen regular cardinal with respect to which the
target category D is cofibrantly generated.
Set P¯nF “ T
κ
nF , and denote by p¯nF : F Ñ P¯nF the standard map.
We then define pnF : F ù PnF as the zig zag F
„
Ð F ˝Q
p¯nF˝Q
֌ P¯nF ˝Q “
PnF.
Remark 4.6. Again notice that, just like in the case of T¯nF , the functor P¯nF is
not in general a homotopy functor. And, likewise, note that PnF is a homotopy
functor, since so is TnF and the colimits used in the construction are actually
hocolims (this is the reason to demand the map F ֌ T¯nF be a cofibration and
that F be pointwise cofibrant).
We now turn to the task of proving that F
pnF
ù PnF is the universal zig zag
from F to an n-excisive functor. First we check that indeed PnF is n-excisive.
Lemma 4.7. Suppose W‚ a cofibrant strongly hococartesian cube that is the left
Kan extension of its restriction to Pď1pSq.
Then the map of cubes F pWq
t¯n˝WÝÝÝÝÑ T¯nF pWq factors through a hocartesian
cube.
Proof. First notice that one needs only prove the result for F ˝ W
˜¯tnF˝WÝÝÝÝÝÑ
˜¯TnF ˝W , as then the result for T¯nF pWq follows by applying Q, the cofibrant
factor functor.
Now consider the following PpSq ˆ Pď1pSq diagrams in C:
YU,V “WU if V “ H
colimpWU b∆
1 ÐWU b t0u ÑWUYV q otherwise
ZU,V “WU if V “ H
CpWU q otherwise
(4.8)
where maps in the U direction are obvious, and those in the V direction are
induced by t1u Ñ ∆1. Furthermore, unwinding the definition of CpWU q “
WU ^p∆
1, t0uq “ colimpWU b∆
1 ÐWU bt0u Ñ ˚q, we see there is an obvious
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functor Y Ñ Z. Notice also that, since the values of W‚ are all cofibrant,
the diagrams YU,‚ are Pď1pSq cofibrant, and that there is an obvious map
YU,‚ ÑWUY‚, where WUY‚ is itself Pď1pSq cofibrant.
Now let Y¯ , Z¯ be the PpSqˆPpSq obtained by doing the left Kan extensions
along the second variable. Notice that Z¯U,V “ XWU pV q. By the above remarks
about cofibrancy, we have a map Y¯U,V Ñ WUYV which is a pointwise equiva-
lence (that the left Kan extension of the restriction WUYV |PpSqˆPď1pSq is again
WUYV is where we use that W was itself given by a left Kan extension).
The map we were trying to factor is precisely the full composite:
F pW‚q Ñ holimV PP1pSq F pY¯‚,V q Ñ holimV PP1pSq F pZ¯‚,V q
so we will be done if we prove holimV PP1pSq F pY¯‚,V q a cartesian cube.
But comparison maps commute with holimV PP1pSq (as holims are readily seen
to commute with each other in the presence of injective model structures), so
that it is enough to show that the F pY¯‚,V q are hocartesian cubes for each V ‰ H,
which by homotopy invariance is the same as showing that the F pW‚YV q are
hocartesian, which is now clear since in those cubes the maps in the V directions
are all w.e.s (and in fact isomorphisms).
Corollary 4.9. For F any homotopy functor, PnF is n-excisive.
Proof. First notice that, since PnF is a homotopy functor, we need only check
that the cubes W described in Lemma 4.7 are sent to hocartesian cubes. Fur-
thermore, since those cubes are pointwise cofibrant, we might as well just check
hocartesianness for P¯nF ˝W .
But the result is now obvious from Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 2.8, as the
latter shows that comparison maps commute with the hocolims in the P¯n con-
struction, and, by cofinality, those hocolims can be taken over the factoring
strongly hocartesian cubes.
In order to check universality we’ll also need the following:
Proposition 4.10.
• Let a ÞÑ Fa, where a P A a finite category, be a compatible family of homo-
topy functors, and let F be another homotopy functor equipped with com-
patible natural transformations F Ñ Fa displaying F “ holimA Fa. Then
the natural transformations PnF Ñ PnFa also display PnF “ holimA PnFa.
• Similarly, let β ÞÑ Fβ , for β ă κ, a transfinite sequence of homotopy func-
tors (κ assumed as in Proposition 2.8), and let F be another homotopy
functor equipped with compatible natural transformations Fβ Ñ F display-
ing F “ hocolimβ Fβ. Then PnFβ Ñ PnF display PnF “ hocolimβ PnFβ.
Proof. For the first part, commutativity of holims with each other immediately
gives that TnF “ holimA TnFa, so that the result then follows by applying
transfinite induction and Proposition 2.8.
For the second part, first apply Proposition 2.8 to conclude the result for
TnF “ hocolimβ TnFβ , and then transfinite induction plus the fact that hocolims
commute with each other.
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The first part of the previous result has the following consequence.
Corollary 4.11. Let FT , T P PpSq, be a cube of functors. Then PnpcmppF‚qq
is w.e. to cmppPnF‚q
Theorem 4.12. Assume that the categories C,D are cofibrantly generated. As-
sume further that C is pointed simplicial, or a left Bousfield localization of a
pointed simplicial model category.
Then F
pnF
ù PnF exhibits PnF as the universal n-excisive approximation to
F .
Proof. We first prove existence of factorization. Given a zig zag f : F ù R,
with R assumed n-excisive, first replace it by f ˝Q : F ˝Q ù R ˝Q.
Given a weak map F pQq Ñ R, where R is assumed n-excisive, just consider
the commutative diagram of weak maps:
F ˝Q
p¯nF˝Q

f˝Q
///o/o/o R ˝Q
p¯nR˝Q

PnF
Pnf ///o/o/o/o PnR
(4.13)
Since p¯nR ˝ Q is clearly an equivalence when R is n-excisive (the t¯n where
constructed to ensure this, and p¯n is merely their transfinite composition), we
have that the zig zag PnF ù PnR
„
Ð R ˝Q provides a factorization f˜ of f ˝Q
through p¯nF ˝Q.
We now prove uniqueness of the factorization in the homotopy sense, i.e.,
that any two factorizations can be related by w.e.s.
Consider the diagram
F

O
O
O
pnF ///o/o/o/o/o PnF
„

O
O
O
f˜ 1
///o/o/o/o/o R
„

O
O
O
PnF
PnppnF q
///o/o/o PnpPnF q
Pnpf˜
1q
///o/o/o PnR
(4.14)
The factorization of f˜ 1 ˝ pnF constructed in the first part of the proof is
given by the “lower followed by right” zig zag in the diagram. Which, given two
of the vertical maps are known to be w.e.s, will follow if PnppnF q is a zig zag
of w.e.s.
This amounts to showing that Pnpp¯nF ˝Qq is a w.e., and this, by the second
part of Proposition 4.10, will follow if we show Pnpt¯nF ˝ Qq a w.e., which by
Corollary 4.11 amounts to showing that PnpF ˝ XQp‚qq is a hocartesian cube of
functors. And this is in turn is equivalent to showing that P¯npF ˝ X‚q gives a
cartesian cube when applied to cofibrant objects.
But now notice that the cube P¯npF ˝X‚q is isomorphic to the cube P¯nF ˝X‚:
indeed, that this is true at the T¯n level follows from Proposition 3.15 (which
actually establishes such isomorphisms for the t¯n functor itself), and the claim
for P¯n follows by induction (with the additional remark that precomposing with
X‚ obviously commutes with limits of functors).
But now one finally concludes hocartesianness of P¯nF ˝X‚ as an instance of
PnF being n-excisive, and the proof is complete.
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Remark 4.15. Much of the above follows just fine using alternate functorial
definitions of the “cones” X ֌ CpXq. However, such cones typically only
satisfy a weak version of Proposition 3.15 (indeed, in the previous Theorem the
extra conditions on C are merely to guarantee that proposition holds) and, as
such, it seems technically hard to produce the corresponding “uniqueness” part
of the previous proof.
5 Goodwillie calculus and stable categories
Our ultimate goal in this section will be to adapt the proof of the following
result of Goodwillie’s: let F : C Ñ D be a d-homogeneous homotopy functor,
whose target category D is stable, and let crdF : C
d Ñ D be its cross effect.
Then F pXq “ crdF pX, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XqhΣd .
5.1 Hofibers/hocofibers detect weak equivalences
We start by proving some basic results on stable categories. We recall the
definition:
Definition 5.1. Let D be a pointed simplicial (cofibrantly generated) model
category. Then D is said to be stable if the Quillen adjunction
pS1, ˚q ^ ‚ “ Σ: D Õ D : Ω “MapppS1, ˚q, ‚q
is actually a Quillen equivalence.
We will denote by Σ¯ “ Σ ˝Q, Ω¯ “ Ω ˝ F chosen derived functors.
Remark 5.2. Note that this definition can also be made non simplicially,
though we will not be using it in such generality.
Proposition 5.3. Let D be a stable model category. Then every hococartesian
square is also a hocartesian square.
Proof. Following the definition of the Goodwillie tower in the last section we
have that T2Id „ Ω¯Σ¯ with the map Id ù T2Id that induced by the Quillen
equivalence. Hence P2Id „ Id, and the result follows.
Proposition 5.4. Let D be stable model category, and consider a map X
f
ÝÑ Y .
Then F is a w.e. iff the hocofiber hocofpfq is contractible.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume f a cofibrant diagram. Then the
diagram
X
f
//

Y

˚ // hocofpfq
(5.5)
is a homotopy pushout and hence, by the previous proposition, also a homotopy
pullback, and the result is now obvious.
Proposition 5.6. Let A
f
ÝÑ B
g
ÝÑ C be a sequence of maps with g ˝ f “ ˚.
Then, if the sequence is a hofiber sequence we have hofpfq „ Ω¯C. Conversely,
if the sequence is a hocofiber sequence, we have hocofpgq „ Σ¯A.
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Proof. This is clear from the simplicial models for hocofibers/ hofibers.
Corollary 5.7. Let D be a stable category, andX
f
ÝÑ Y a map. Then hofiberpfq „
Ω¯ hocofpfq.
Proof. This is clear from the proof of Proposition 5.4 and Proposition 5.6.
Corollary 5.8. Let D be stable model category, and consider a map X
f
ÝÑ Y .
Then F is a w.e. iff the hocofiber hocofpfq is contractible.
Proof. Obvious from Corollary 5.7 and Proposition 5.4.
Corollary 5.9. Let D be stable model category.
Let X : PpSq Ñ D be a d-cube. Then hototfiberX „ Ω¯dhototcofiberX .
Proof. By using Proposition 3.6 and its dual (concerning cofibers), one sees that
the result can be proven inductively. But then Proposition 5.7 and its “relative
case” immediately provide both the base case and the induction step.
Proposition 5.10. Let D be a pointed model category, and A
f
ÝÑ B
g
ÝÑ C a
sequence of maps. Then hofiberpfq “ hofiberphofiberpg ˝ fq Ñ hofiberpgqq.
Proof. Clear from first choosing fibrant diagrams.
Proposition 5.11. Let D be a stable model category, and A
f
ÝÑ B
g
ÝÑ A a
sequence of maps with g ˝ f “ idA. Then hocofiberpfq „ hofiberpgq and,
furthermore, this equivalence is obtained from the natural sequence of maps
hofiberpgq Ñ B Ñ hocofiberpfq.
Proof. Consider the obvious maps A _ hofiberpgq Ñ B Ñ A. Proposition 5.10
shows the first map to be an equivalence, so that B „ A _ hofiberpgq with the
maps appearing in the proposition being the standard inclusions/projections,
so that the result is now obvious.
Remark 5.12. Both of the previous results can be proven in a functorial sense,
i.e., with the diagrams depending functorially on some other category. This
allows one to prove the result that follows.
Corollary 5.13. Let D be a stable model category, and let Z : p0Ñ 1Ñ 2qˆd Ñ
D be a “double cube” which is idempotent in each direction. Then
hototcofiberpZ|p0Ñ1qˆdq „ hototfiberpZ|p1Ñ2qˆdq (5.14)
Furthermore, this equivalence is exhibited by the natural composition
hototfiberpZ|p1Ñ2qˆdq Ñ Zp1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q Ñ hototcofiberpZ|p0Ñ1qˆdq
.
Proof. This follows inductively by combining Proposition 5.11 and Proposition
3.6.
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5.2 Cross-effects
Let C be a pointed simplicial cofibrantly generated model category.
Definition 5.15. Given a d-tuple of objects X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xd, define a cube
X crX1,¨¨¨ ,Xd : PpSq Ñ C
by
X
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,XdpT q “
ł
iPS´T
Xi _
ł
jPT
CpXjq (5.16)
Remark 5.17. Note that when all of the Xi are cofibrant the cube obtained
is PpSq-projective cofibrant, and that it is, in fact, the left Kan extension of its
restriction to Pď1pSq, so that it is actually a strongly hococartesian cube.
Definition 5.18. Let F : C Ñ D a homotopy functor.
We set
c¯rnF pX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xdq “ hototfiberpF ˝ X
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,Xd
q (5.19)
and define the cross effect crnF “ c¯rnF ˝Q
ˆd.
Lemma 5.20. Suppose D a stable model category, and let F : C Ñ D be a
d-excisive functor. Then F is also d´ 1-excisive iff crnF „ ˚.
Proof. The “if” direction is obvious from Remark 5.17.
For the “only if” direction, we must show that, if crnF „ ˚, then F sends
any strongly hococartesian cube X (which can as always be assumed the left
Kan extension of a cofibrant restriction to Pď1pSq) to a hocartesian cube F pX q.
Constructing the cube X 1pT q “ colimpCpX pHqq Ð X pHq Ñ X pT qq, we imme-
diately obtain a strongly hocartesian d ` 1-cube X Ñ X 1. Hence, by 3.6 and
the assumption that F is d-excisive, it will suffice to show that X 1 itself is sent
to a hocartesian cube, and we have hence reduced to the case of cubes with
X pHq „ ˚ (which can be replaced by cubes were it is actually X pHq).
Such a cube X (again assumed left Kan extension of cofibrant restriction) is
totally determined by specifying d cofibrant objects X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xd. Given those,
consider the “double cube” Z : p0 Ñ 1 Ñ 2qˆd Ñ D given by “wedging” the
one dimensional “double cubes” ˚ Ñ Xi Ñ CpXiq.
We now apply Proposition 5.13 to Z; Z|p1Ñ2qˆd is the cube appearing in the
definition of crnF ; while Z|p0Ñ1qˆd is the cube X . Hence hototcofiberpX q „ ˚,
which by 5.9 also implies hototfiberpX q „ ˚, as desired.
Definition 5.21. Now let L : Cn Ñ D be a symmetric multi-homotopy functor
(see Section 7 for the definition). Set ∆nL : C Ñ D by ∆nLpXq “ LpX, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XqhΣn .
(Here, has usual, we use functorially chosen cofibrant replacements to con-
struct the hoorbits)
We thus now have constructions crn transforming a homotopy functor into
a symmetric n-homotopy functor, and ∆n doing the reverse.
The following results (all of which are adapted from section 3 of [7]) show
that, when the target category D is stable, these are “inverse constructions”
when restricted to n-homogeneous functors and n-symmetric multilinear func-
tors, respectively.
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Indeed, that ∆n takes multilinear functors to n-excisive functors is Proposi-
tion 3.27 (The usage of hoorbits is inconsequential since the target category D is
assumed stable). That L ˝∆n is then also n-reduced (and hence homogeneous),
i.e., Pn´1F „ ˚, follows from the following two propositions:
Proposition 5.22. If Cn
L
ÝÑ D is a p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q-reduced homotopy functor, then
for any X cofibrant, the map
pL ˝∆qpXq
t¯n´1pL˝∆q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ T¯n´1pL ˝∆qpXq
factors through a contractible object.
Proof. Consider the the maps
LpX, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xq Ñ holimP1pSqˆn LpXXpU1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XXpUnqq
Ñ holimE LpXXpU1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XXpUnqq
Ñ holimP1pSq LpXXpU1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XXpUnqq
(5.23)
where E is the subset of P1pSq
ˆn such that for some s one has s P Us, and
P1pSq denotes the “diagonal” subset of P1pSq
ˆn.
Notice thatP1pSq
ˆn Ą E Ą P1pSq so that the maps are just obtained by
restriction.
We will now be done if we can show that holimE LpXXpU1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XXpUnqq is
contractible. To see this, we prove that this holim is equivalent to the holim
over E˚, the subset of P1pSq
ˆn such that for some s one has Us “ tsu.
We show homotopy initiality of E˚ in E . In order words (using Theorem 8.5.5
from [8]), we need to show that for every pU1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Usq P E , E
˚ Ó pU1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Usq
is contractible after realization. But, setting H “ ts : s P Usu, this is a unionŤ
hPH
ˇˇś
s‰h P1pUsq
ˇˇ
of contractible subspaces with contractible intersections
(
Ş
hPH1
ˇˇś
s‰h P1pUsq
ˇˇ
»
ˇˇ
ˇśsRH1 P1pUsq
ˇˇ
ˇ), hence itself contractible (by appeal-
ing, for instance, to the fact that the union is then a holim).
Finally one needs to show that holimE 1 LpXXpU1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XXpUnqq is contractible,
but this is obvious since it is always LpXXpU1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,XXpUnqq „ ˚ on points of
E 1.
Proposition 5.24. If L : Cn Ñ D, D assumed stable, is a p1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q-reduced
homotopy functor, then L ˝∆ is n-reduced. If, further, L is symmetric, then so
is ∆nL.
Proof. We need to prove that Pn´1pL ˝∆q “ T¯
λ
n´1L ˝ Q is the trivial functor.
But, this is immediate from the previous result, since we can then “interpolate”
an infinite direct colim by contractible objects (in fact, it follows that even
T¯ ℵ0n´1L ˝ Q is itself the zero functor, where ℵ0 denotes the smallest infinite
ordinal). Hence L ˝∆ is n-reduced.
But the case of ∆nL “ pL˝∆qhΣn then follows immediately, since, when the
target is stable, the homotopy orbits commute with the construction of Pn´1.
The converse, i.e., that crn sends n-homogeneous functors to multilinear
ones, is a particular case of the following:
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Proposition 5.25. If F is n-excisive then for 0 ď m ď n the functor crm`1F
is pn´mq excisive in each variable.
Proof. Induction on m. The base case m “ 0 is obvious.
For the induction step, notice that, for F_ApXq “ hofiberpF pX _ Aq Ñ
F pAqq we have
c¯rm`1F pX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xm, Aq „ c¯rmF_ApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xmq
whenever the Xi, A are cofibrant (this is just an application of 3.6), and hence
crm`1F pX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xm, Aq „ crmF_ApX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xmq in general.
But now the result follows since n-excisiveness of F implies pn´1q-excisiveness
of F_A.
We now turn to the task of proving that the ∆n and crn are indeed in-
verse constructions when restricted appropriately. We first tackle the case of
multilinear functors.
Proposition 5.26. Let L be any symmetric multilinear functor. Then crnp∆nLq „
L.
Proof. As should be expected by now, it will suffice to produce a zig zag
L ///o/o/o c¯rnp∆nLq that is an equivalence on cofibrant objects.
First notice that
c¯rnp∆nLqpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq “ hototfiberp∆nLpX
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,Xnqq
“ hototfiberpLpX crX1,¨¨¨ ,Xn , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,X
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,XnqhΣnq
„ hototfiberpLpX crX1,¨¨¨ ,Xn , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,X
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,XnqqhΣn
(5.27)
where in the last step we use that the target category D is stable.
Recalling that X crX1,¨¨¨ ,XdpT q “
Ž
iPS´T Xi _
Ž
jPT CpXjq one gets, for any
map π : nÑ S´T a map LpX crX1,¨¨¨ ,Xn , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,X
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,Xn
qpT q Ñ LpXπp1q, . . . , Xπpnqq.
In fact, putting these all together and appealing to multilinearity of L, one has
that the map
LpX crX1,¨¨¨ ,Xn , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,X
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,XnqpT q
„
ÝÑ
ź
π : nÑS´T
LpXπp1q, . . . , Xπpnqq
is a w.e. (when the Xi are cofibrant).
Since these equivalences are natural in T , they can be reinterpreted as a map
of cubes
LpX cr, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,X crq Ñ
ź
π : nÑn
Yπ
where Yπ is the cube with YπpT q “ LpXπp1q, . . . , Xπpnqq if πpnq Ă T , and
YπpT q “ ˚ otherwise.
But now one notices that when π is not a permutation, and hence not sur-
jective, the cube Yπ is cartesian (it is constant on any direction s R πpnq), so
we can ignore those factors. On the other hand, when π is a permutation, the
cubes are ˚ on all entries except the initial one LpXπp1q, . . . , Xπpnqq, which is
hence the tothofiber. Furthermore, these factors are freely permuted by the Σn
action, so one finally gets
hototfiberpLpX crX1,¨¨¨ ,Xn , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,X
cr
X1,¨¨¨ ,XnqqhΣn „ LpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
as intended.
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Remark 5.28. Following the steps of the previous proof one obtains a more
“explicit” description of the zig zag L
θ ///o/o/o c¯rnp∆nLq . Indeed, consider the
natural map LpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ι“pι1,¨¨¨ ,ιnq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ LpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq where Z “ _Xi and the
ιi are the inclusions Xi Ñ Z.
The previous proof then shows that the composite LpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ι
ÝÑ LpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq Ñ
pLpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ZqqhΣn hits precisely c¯rnp∆nLq (which by Corollary 5.13 is a sum-
mand of LpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ZqqhΣn . Hence we have a commutative diagram (in the ho-
motopy category of functors10)
LpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ι //
θ

LpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq

c¯rnp∆nLqpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ǫ // LpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ZqhΣn
We are now in a position to prove the converse result:
Proposition 5.29. Let F be any n-homogeneous functor. Then ∆npcrnF q „ F .
Proof. As before, it will suffice to produce a zig zag ∆npc¯rnF q
γ
///o/o/o F that is
a w.e. on cofibrant objects.
This will be the map (best viewed as a map in the homotopy category of
functors)
∆npc¯rnF qpZq “ ppc¯rnF qpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ZqqhΣn
γ
ÝÑ F pZqΣn “ F pZq
induced by the map (best viewed as a map in the homotopy category of functors
C Ñ DΣnq.
pc¯rnF qpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq
ǫ
ÝÑ F p
ž
Zq
F pfq
ÝÝÝÑ F pZq
where f :
š
Z Ñ Z denotes the fold map.
To prove γ a w.e. it suffices, by 5.20, to show that c¯rnpγq is.
In turn, from the previous result it will suffice to prove that the composite
c¯rnF
θ
ÝÑ c¯rn∆nc¯rnF
c¯rpγq
ÝÝÝÑ c¯rnF
is a w.e.. And this in turn will follow if the composite c¯rnF pX1, . . . , Xnq
c¯rnpγq˝θ
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
c¯rnF pX1, . . . , Xnq
ǫ
ÝÑ F pZq is homotopic to ǫ (this is because, according to 5.13,
ǫ is a homotopy injection).
This now follows from considering the following commutative diagrams
pc¯rnF qpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ι //
θ

pc¯rnF qpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq

pc¯rn∆nc¯rnF qpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ǫ //
c¯rnpγq

pc¯rnF qpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ZqhΣn
γ

pc¯rnF qpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ǫ // F pZq
10Technically, as written here, the reverse directions needed for the zigzags might only be
w.e. on cofibrant objects.
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(Notice that the right vertical composite is just the map that induced γ)
pc¯rnF qpX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Xnq
ǫ //
ι

F pZq
F p
š
ιiq

pc¯rnF qpZ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Zq
ǫ // F p
š
Zq
F pfq
// F pZq
The result now follows from noticing that the composite F pZq
š
ιi
ÝÝÑ F p
š
ιiq
F pfq
ÝÝÝÑ
F pZq is homotopic to the identity.
6 Delooping homogeneous functors
The goal of this section is to obtain an adequate analogue of Goodwillie’s Lemma
2.2 in [7], showing that homogeneous functors can always be delooped.
Unfortunately this will require us to make an additional hypothesis on the
target category D:
Hypothesis 6.1. Assume that in D one has that P1pSq shaped holims commute
with countable directed hocolims.
Remark 6.2. Notice that then PnF can be computed as T
ℵ0
n F , as in [7].
Lemma 6.3. If F is any reduced functor then, up to natural equivalence, there
is a fibration sequence
PnF Ñ Pn´1F Ñ RnF
in which the functor RnF is n-homogeneous.
Proof. This is just a repeat of the proof of Lemma 2.2 in [7], which we do not
repeat here as it is fairly long. One merely does the obvious changes on replacing
X ˚ T with XXpT q and precomposing everywhere with Q.
Remark 6.4. The reason for introducing Hypothesis 6.1 is that there seems to
be no clear way of generalizing Goodwillie’s proof to the transfinite case, as it
is rather clear what should take the place of the P0pnq
i appearing in the proof
(the obvious guess, P0pnq
α, for α an ordinal, does not seem to be workable).
Proposition 6.5. Suppose D a pointed simplicial model category, and suppose
given a diagram of pointwise fibrant functors C Ñ D
A //

S

K // C
such that S,K „ ˚.
Then there exists a w.e. square of functors
A¯ //

Map˚ppI, ˚q, Cq

˚ // C
(6.6)
yielding the associated map A1 Ñ ΩC (where Ω denotes simplicial loops).
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Proof. First notice that one can freely assume the vertical maps in 6.6 are
levelwise fibrations by performing functorial factorizations.
Next, to replace K by ˚ one simply does the pullback
A1 //

A //

S

˚ // K // C
Next one uses mapping path objects:
A1

// S

R

// MappI, Cq ˆC S

˚ // C
where Z is defined as the pushout of the lower corner (that the map AÑ Z
is a w.e. follows from both squares being homotopy pullback squares).
Finally, one uses the obvious w.e. map ˚ Ñ S to obtain (notice Map˚ppI,×
˚q, Cq “MappI, Cq ˆC ˚)
A¯

// Map˚ppI, ˚q, Cq

R

// MappI, Cq ˆC S

˚ // C
Proposition 6.7. Let C1 Ă C any small subcategory, and F : C Ñ D a homoge-
neous functor, where D is further assumed to be simplicial. Then F |C1 factors
(up to a ziz zag by w.e.) by SppC,Σq.
Proof. Iterative application of Lemma 6.3 and Proposition 6.5 yields two se-
quences of pointwise fibrant functors Ai and A
1
i together with w.e.’s Ai
„
ÝÑ
ΩA1i`1.
Since the projective model structure on DC
1
exists (Theorem 13.3.2 in [8]),
we get to that we can form A2i together with maps Ai A
2
i
„oooo „ // // A1i .
Hence one may just as well replace Ai by A
2
i . Now inductively define A
pnq
i
by setting A
p2q
i “ A
2
i and forming the pullbacks
A
pn`1q
i
„

„ // ΩA
pnq
i`1
„

A
pnq
i
„ // ΩA
pn´1q
i`1
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Finally one defines A
p8q
i “ limnA
pnq
i , which come equipped with the desired
spectrum maps A
p8q
i
„
ÝÑ ΩA
p8q
i`1.
7 Factoring multilinear symmetric functors through
spectra
In this section we use the notion of spectra described in 2.4, along with the
assumptions described there. Namely, we always assume that the spectra cate-
gories SppCq are cofibrantly generated, that they have a localization functor as
in Proposition 2.15, and that stable w.e.s are detected by the Ω˜8´n functors.
Definition 7.1. Consider a (multi-)functor F : Cn Ñ D. There is an obvious
left action11 of Σn on C
n, and we call the functor F symmetric if there are
natural transformations
F
µσÝÝÑ F ˝ σ
satisfying µσσ1 “ µσσ
1 ˝ µ1σ.
Furthermore, given symmetric functors F,G, we define a natural trans-
formation between them to be a natural transformation η : F Ñ G compatible
with µσ,F , µσ,G in the obvious way.
Our goal in this section is to prove a theorem of the following kind.
Theorem 7.2. Suppose given a symmetric functor F : Cˆn Ñ D between nice
enough model categories which is linear in each coordinate. Then F is of the
form12 Ω˜8 ˝ F¯ ˝ pΣ˜8qˆn, where F¯ : SppCqˆn Ñ SppDq is itself a symmetric
multilinear functor.
We will use the following generalization of the previous definition.
Definition 7.3. Let C,D be categories acted on the left by Σn (or more gener-
ally any group G). Then a functor F : C Ñ D is called symmetric if there are
natural transformations
σ ˝ F
µσ
ÝÝÑ F ˝ σ
satisfying µσσ1 “ µσσ
1 ˝ σµ1σ.
Furthermore, given symmetric functors F,G, we define a natural trans-
formation between them to be a natural transformation η : F Ñ G compatible
with µσ,F , µσ,G in the obvious way.
Remark 7.4. Notice that given Σn-categories C,D, E and symmetric functors
C
F
ÝÑ D
G
ÝÑ E the composite G ˝ F is also a symmetric functor with µσ,G˝F the
composite σ ˝G ˝ F
µσ,GF
ÝÝÝÝÑ G ˝ σ ˝ F
Gµσ,F
ÝÝÝÝÑ G ˝ F ˝ σ
Proposition 7.5. Suppose C is a cofibrantly generated model category acted on
the left by a group G.
Then the functorial factorizations can be chosen compatible with the G ac-
tion.osen compatible with the G action.
11Which by abuse of notation we just denote by the corresponding elements σ P Σn
12That is to say, there is a zig zag of w.e.s between the two.
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Proof. Letting I, J be the generating cofibrations and trivial cofibrations for
C, one extends these. Namely, IG “ tpg, gpfqq : g P G, f P Iu, and analogously
for JG. Performing the Quillen small object arguments for these sets will then
yield the desired invariant factorizations.
Remark 7.6. We hence assume that the fibrant/cofibrant replacements per-
formed in such a category are G invariant.
We now construct a first avatar of F¯ , which we call F¯ 1.
Notice that SppD,Σnq has an obvious action by the group Σn induced by
its action on pS1q^n. We now define:
F¯ 1 : SppC,Σqn Ñ SppD,Σnq (7.7)
ppX1i qiPN, . . . , pX
n
i qiPNq ÞÑ pF pX
1
i , . . . , X
n
i qqiPN (7.8)
with structure maps for F¯ 1ppX1i qiPN, . . . , pX
n
i qiPNq being given by the composite
pS1q^n ^ F pX1i , . . . , X
n
i q Ñ F pS
1 ^X1i , . . . , S
1 ^Xni q Ñ F pX
1
i`1, . . . , X
n
i`1q
where the first map comes from the multilinear structure of F , and uses the
sphere coordinates in the obvious fixed order.
Proposition 7.9. If F is a symmetric functor Cn Ñ D, then so is F¯ 1 : SppC,Σqn Ñ
SppD,Σnq (now taking into account that both the source and target are categories
with a Σn action).
Proof. We require maps σ ˝ F¯ 1
µσÝÝÑ F¯ 1 ˝ σ. Since the Σn action on SppD,Σ
nq
does not change the underlying sequence of the spectrum, but merely twists the
structure maps, such maps are immediately obtained levelwise by applying the
νσ,F . That this is compatible with the structure maps of the spectra is precisely
guaranteed by the referred twisting.
Proposition 7.10. Ω˜8 : SppD,Σnq Ñ D is a symmetric functor.
Proof. We need only show that Ω8 itself (i.e. the non derived version) is sym-
metric, since fibrant replacements are chosen symmetric.
We now need to produce maps Ω8
µσÝÝÑ Ω8˝σ. But both sides, on a spectrum
pXiqiPN, are given as colimits limÝÑMapppS
1q^i, Xiq, the only difference being that
the structure maps are twisted by the Σn action. That action then gives a map
between the direct systems, and hence the required natural transformation.
Remark 7.11. The above statement would be true replacing pS1q^n by any
other Σn simplicial pointed set.
We now prove it is F equivalent to Ω8 ˝ F¯ 1 ˝ pΣ8qˆn.
Proposition 7.12. Let F be a multi-simplicial and multilinear homotopy func-
tor.
There is a natural zig zag of equivalences of symmetric functors
F ù Ω˜8 ˝ F¯ 1 ˝ pΣ˜8qˆn
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Proof. Standard tricks allow us to just reduce to comparing F and Ω8 ˝ F¯ 1 ˝
pΣ8qˆn (namely, one can replace F¯ 1 so as to take fibrant values in the projective
level model structure and replace F to match its 0-th level functor) over cofibrant
values.
Ω8˝F¯ 1˝pΣ8qˆn is given by a colimit of functorsMappSni, F pSi^X1, . . . , Si^
Xnqq, of which F is the 0-th functor. This yields the natural transformation,
which is easily seen to be symmetric. That it is also a w.e. is just an immediate
consequence of the multilinearity of F .
Remark 7.13. A certain amount of care must be taken when reading the
previous result. This is because it is not immediately clear that the functor
F 1 is actually homotopical with respect to stable equivalences on the spectra
categories. Indeed, a priori, the only type of equivalences that are obviously pre-
served by F¯ 1 are levelwise equivalences of spectra.mount of care must be taken
when reading the previous result. This is because it is not immediately clear
that the functor F 1 is actually homotopical with respect to stable equivalences
on the spectra categories. Indeed, a priori, the only type of equivalences that
are obviously preserved by F¯ 1 are levelwise equivalences of spectra.
The next result provides conditions in which this holds.
Before stating we point out, however, that in the previous result Ω˜8 can
be defined using either a stable fibrant replacement or a mere levelwise fibrant
replacement (for some fixed levelwise model structure). The reason is that, as
the proof of the result shows, the image of F¯ 1 ˝ Σ˜8 is already an Ω-spectrum
up to level equivalence (or, in other words, the spaces of the spectrum already
have the right homotopy type).
In other words, no problems are caused by viewing SppDq as equipped with
the stable model structure.
Proposition 7.14. Let F be a multilinear multihomotopical functor Cn Ñ D
as before, and suppose further that F preserves filtered homotopy colimits (in
each variable). Then F¯ 1 sends tuples pf1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , fnq, where the fi are either stable
w.e.s between cofibrant objects or identities, to stable w.e.s., and hence F¯ 1 ˝Qn
is a homotopical functor with respect to the stable model structures.
Furthermore, F¯ 1 ˝Qn is a multilinear functor.
Proof. First notice that any diagrams in a spectra category that are hocolim/holim
diagrams with respect to levelwise w.e.s are also hocolim/holim diagrams with
respect to stable w.e.s.
Hence F¯ 1 preserves level direct hocolims, and sends level homotopy pushout
diagrams to level homotopy pullback diagrams. But since its target is stable (we
show later in the section that SppD,Σnq is appropriately equivalent to SppD,Σ))
the latter are stable homotopy pushout diagrams.
Now by the 2 out of 3 property one need only show that F sends the local-
ization maps X Ñ Xloc whenever X is cofibrant (this is because w.e.s between
local objects are always levelwise).
But by Proposition 2.15 those localization maps are always transfinite com-
position of pushouts of the maps inĄ∆S. As these transfinite compositions and
pushouts are in fact homotopy transfinite compositions and homotopy pushouts
(in the level structure on SppC,Σ1qˆn), and F preserves these (when regard-
ing SppD,Σnq as having the stable model structure), it suffices to show that
F sends maps that are coordinatewise inĄ∆S or identities to w.e.s. But this is
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now obvious from the description ofĄ∆S, because those are always maps that
are w.e.s in high enough degrees.
For the second part, one needs to show that pushout diagrams are sent to
pullback diagrams (or equivalently pushout diagrams). But since any stable
pushout diagram is stably equivalent to a level pushout diagram this is now
obvious from the previous discussion.
We have now essentially proven for F¯ 1 the desired properties for F¯ . The main
difference between the two is their target categories, SppD,Σnq and SppD,Σq.
But we claim that the two are Quillen equivalent (through a zig zag), as Σn
model categories (the latter having a trivial Σn action), and in a way compatible
with the Ω8 functors, and from this the result follows.
To see why this is plausible, notice that, topologically, Sn decomposes, as a
Σn-object, into S
1 ^ Sρ¯, with the action on S1 being trivial and Sρ¯ being the
reduced regular representation. But then, since inverting S1 ^ ‚ also inverts
Sρ¯ ^ ‚ (notice that the presence of a Σn action determines the action on the
category of spectra, but is irrelevant for the model category structure itself),
plausibility follows.
We now set to prove this. As a first step we need to replace the simplicial
Sn, which lacks any decomposition as above, with something more amenable.
That this can be done follows from the following (particular case of a) theorem
of Hovey:
Theorem 7.15. Let C be a simplicial model category for which spectra can be
defined, as described in 2.4.
Suppose f : A Ñ B a w.e. of pointed simplicial sets. Then, provided that
the domains of the generating cofibrations of C are cofibrant or that the induced
natural transformation of functors X^‚ Ñ Y ^‚ is a pointwise w.e., f induces
a Quillen equivalence
SppC, Aq Õ SppC, Bq
Proof. This is a particular case of Theorem 5.5 in [14]. It is worth noting that
in the proof Hovey uses Proposition 2.3 from that paper, which supposes the
involved categories to be left proper cellular. However, careful examination of
the proofs shows that left properness and cellularity are only used to conclude
the existence of the left Bousfield localization model structure, and hence the
result still holds provided one knows those to exist.
Remark 7.16. The Quillen equivalence above is also compatible with the Ω8s.
This is clear for the right adjoint (which is a forgetful functor) from the obvious
map lim
ÝÑ
MappB^i, Xiq Ñ limÝÑ
MappA^i, Xiq being a w.e. when pXiq is a pro-
jective fibrant spectrum. The result also follows for the left adjoint since (it’s
derived functor) is the inverse of the (derived functor) of the right adjoint.
Using the above result we are then allowed to replace Sn by a Σn w.e.
simplicial set of the form S1 ^ Sρ¯, possibly resorting to a ziz zag of Σn w.e.
Sn Ð C Ñ F Ð S1 ^ Sρ¯.
We take this op
We will now be finished by proving the following:
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Proposition 7.17. Suppose D is in the finitely generated case described in [14],
so that stable w.e. in the spectra categories are determined at the level of the
Ω8´n functors.
Then there is a Σn Quillen equivalence
SppD, S1q Õ SppD, S1 ^ Sρ¯q
with left adjoint given by
LppXiqiPNq “ ppS
ρ¯q^i ^XiqiPN
and right adjoint given by
RppYiqiPNq “ pMapppS
ρ¯q^i, YiqqiPN
Proof. First we show this is a Quillen adjuntion. For the projective model struc-
tures we clearly have a Quillen adjunction, since the left adjoint carries gener-
ating cofibrations/triv. cofibrations to cofibrations/triv. cofibrations (namely,
a generating cofib/triv cofib of the form Fnpfq is sent to Fnpf ^ pS
ρ¯q^nq).
Similarly, the localizing set of maps Fn`1pX ^ S
1q Ñ FnX is sent to
Fn`1pX ^S
1^pSρ¯q^n`1q Ñ FnpX ^pS
ρ¯q^nq, also a stable equivalence. Hence
one has indeed a Quillen adjunction.
We now turn to proving that this is indeed a Quillen equivalence.
As usual, consider a cofibrant S1 spectrum X , a fibrant S1 ^ Sρ¯ spectrum
Y , so that we want to show a map LX Ñ Y is w.e. iff the map X Ñ RY is.
We now use our hypothesis that w.e. are determined at the Ω˜8´n level. For
LX Ñ Y this yields maps (where Ω˜ denotes true homotopical loops)
hocolimi Ω˜
ip1`ρ¯qppSρ¯qi`n ^Xi`nq Ñ hocolimi Ω˜
ip1`ρ¯qYi`n
while for X Ñ RY it yields maps
hocolimi Ω˜
nXi`n Ñ hocolimi Ω˜
iMapppSρ¯q^i, Yi`nq “ hocolimi Ω˜
ip1`ρ¯qYi`n.
But since this last map factors through the obvious map
hocolimi Ω
nXi`n Ñ hocolimi Ω
ip1`ρ¯qppSρ¯qi`n ^Xi`nq,
it remains to show that these maps are w.e. and, without loss of generality, to
do so for i “ 0.
Next one notices that the Σn actions are irrelevant as far as detecting w.e.s,
so that we will be done if we prove the analogous result for the analogous
adjuntction of model categories13 given by the obvious analogous formulae:
SppD, S1q Õ SppD, S1 ^ pS1qn´1q
In order words, it now remains to prove the map
hocolimi Ω˜
iXi Ñ hocolimi Ω˜
inppSn´1qi ^Xiq “ hocolim Ω˜
iΩ˜pn´1qiΣpn´1qiXi
is a w.e.. At this point a certain amount of care must be taken with the suspen-
sion/loop coordinates. Henceforth assume suspension coordinates ordered left
13To see this one may find a bifibrant Sρ¯
„
ÝÑ C
„
ÐÝ pS1qn´1 and apply 7.15.
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to right (and loop coordinates ordered inversely to make the notation compatible
with applying adjunction unit maps).
The maps defining the left hocolim are of the form
Ω˜iΩ˜pn´1qiΣpn´1qiXi Ñ Ω˜
iΩ˜pn´1qiΩ˜nΣnΣpn´1qiXi
Ñ Ω˜iΩ˜Ω˜pn´1qiΩ˜tn,¨¨¨ ,2uΣt2,¨¨¨ ,nuΣpn´1qiΣXi
Ñ Ω˜i`1Ω˜pn´1qpi`1qΣpn´1qpi`1qXi`1
(7.18)
where the first map is the unit map, and the second map moves the first coor-
dinate in the inner Σn until it is adjacent to Xi (and, by symmetry, moves the
associated loop coordinate in the opposite direction), and the final map is in-
duced by ΣXi Ñ Xi`1 (we also perform some rewriting of terms, but no further
shuffling).
By contrast, consider the hocolimit with the same terms, but with the reshuf-
flings in the middle step removed, so that the outer suspension coordinate is the
one used in the final map.
These two hocolimits are of course equivalent, since when they are com-
puted using only the intermediate terms Ω˜iΩ˜pn´1qiΩ˜nΣnΣpn´1qiXi, the direct
(sub)systems are actually isomorphic.
Now notice that the unshuffled direct system can be identified with Ω˜8 for
a new Sn-spectrum pSpn´1qi ^XiqiPN with structure maps S
n^Spn´1qi ^Xi “
Spn´1qpi`1q ^ S1 ^Xi Ñ S
pn´1qpi`1q ^Xi`1 (with no shuffling used).
It then suffices to show the map relating this last direct system with that
for Ω8 of pXiqiPN induces a w.e. on hocolims.
To see this consider the diagram
X0 S
1 ^X0 S
2 ^X0 S
3 ^X0 S
4 ^X0 . . .
X1 S
1 ^X1 S
2 ^X1 S
3 ^X1 . . .
X2 S
1 ^X2 S
2 ^X2 . . .
. . .
,
where the lines represent the spaces of S1-spectra, and the columns obvious
maps between these spectra. Now consider applying Ω˜n to the n-th column,
so that one has a full diagram. Notice that the direct system for Ω˜8 of
pXiqiPN is the line of slope 1 in this diagram, while the direct system for Ω˜
8 of
pSpn´1qi^XiqiPN is the line of slope n. But since tracking definitions shows the
map induced between those direct systems is given by traveling horizontally in
the diagram above, the result finally follows by cofinality of those lines in the
diagram.
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